
EVALUATING RMM SOLUTIONS
The Four Keys for Growth-Oriented MSPs



RMM: The Engine of Your Managed  
Services Business
Remote monitoring and management (RMM) is key to supporting your 
customers efficiently. But how do you know which of the many solutions 
available will deliver the performance your business needs?

Consider these four criteria when evaluating an RMM platform:

 § Breadth of capabilities
 § Flexibility of components
 § Availability of ongoing technical support
 § Provision of business transformation services



1. Assess the Platform’s Capabilities
An RMM platform should meet your needs and those of your customers by:

 § Automating routine IT tasks
 § Monitoring IP-enabled devices
 § Remotely managing and controlling devices
 § Providing detailed performance reporting

It should also support additional revenue-building services such as:

 § Managed endpoint protection (e.g., antivirus and malware protection)
 § Backup and disaster recovery
 § Auditing and compliance 
 § Mobile device management



Key Questions to Ask

Do the solution’s automation 
capabilities let you…

 § Create automation policies using 
a drag-and-drop interface?

 § Manage and implement auto-
mation in a centralized way?

 § Integrate with leading PSA 
solutions?

Do the solution’s monitoring 
capabilities allow you to…

 § Support a broad range of oper-
ating systems?

 § See all devices and the status 
of all services at all customer 
locations in a single listing?

 § Set or customize thresholds for 
events that will trigger alerts 
sent to you via email or SMS? 

Does the solution provide remote 
monitoring and control that 
supports…

 § Regularly scheduled manage-
ment activities?

 § Remote troubleshooting (e.g., 
registration editing, printer 
management, command prompt 
execution) without interrupting 
end users?

 § Remote assistance without 
needing to install software 
ahead of time?

Does the solution’s performance 
reporting functionality…

 § Deliver tactical and business-level 
reporting, including long-term 
trends?

 § Let you customize reports using 
a drag-and-drop interface?

 § Allow you to run reports without 
worrying about the impact on 
your monitoring server?



2. Ensure the Solution is Flexible
Some 80% of the MSP marketplace is dominated by ‘responsive’ customers 
who see IT as a cost and only call when they have a problem to be fixed. To 
reach this majority, you’ll need to offer:

 § A flexible licensing model that lets you trial services rather than deploy 
the full versions, opening doors with customers not yet ready to adopt 
full-fledged managed services.

 § A modular RMM platform that lets you sell single solutions (like backup 
or antivirus) as managed services, getting more customers onto your 
dashboard and allowing you to sell to customers of all IT maturities. 



3. Confirm Ongoing Support is Available
Implementing an RMM solution involves not only the deployment of new 
software but also the adoption of new business processes. An experienced, 
partnership-oriented RMM vendor will provide support for both.

Ask your prospective vendor if:

 § They provide technical onboarding and training
 § Best practice guides are available
 § You will have access to video tutorials to learn more about specific topics
 § There is an active user community built around the solution – and if the 

vendor’s product team is involved with that community



4. Look Beyond the Solution
A complete RMM solution will provide both a platform and the business 
transformation services to help you identify, price and go to market with 
the right set of services in the shortest time possible.

This might include: 

 § One-on-one guidance and advice from managed services experts
 § Sales and marketing training
 § Pre-packaged marketing materials (e.g., sales scripts, presentations)
 § An online portal providing 24/7 access to best practices and collateral



N-central Can Help You Meet Your RMM 
Objectives
What makes an RMM solution right for one MSP may not necessarily make 
it right for another. That’s why the best solutions provide everything you 
need to customize the platform to your own requirements. 

Our RMM platform, N-central®, provides a comprehensive suite of tools to 
monitor, manage and support your customers’ devices. It also includes a 
hybrid licensing model and modular product offering for maximum upsell 
and cross-selling opportunities, and is backed by ongoing support that 
includes business coaching and technical training to help you get the most 
from N-central — and run a more efficient managed services business.



About SolarWinds N-able
SolarWinds N-able is a leading global provider of complete IT management, 
automation and MSP business transformation solutions, including the 
award-winning N-able N-central RMM and service automation platform. 
N-able has a proven record of helping MSPs standardize and automate the 
setup and delivery of IT services to achieve true scalability. Thousands of 
MSPs use N-able solutions to deliver scalable, flexible, profitable managed 
services to over 100,000 SMBs worldwide. With offices in North America, the 
Netherlands and Australia, N-able is 100% channel-friendly and maintains 
strategic partnerships with Microsoft®, Intel®, IBM®, CA®, and Cisco® 
among others.
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